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Inflection
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Pershing, At 82, Watches
Yankee Power Rise Again

Advances In Army

For it was on Sept. 13, 1918,
that the Yanks "delivered the
goods" for General "Black Jack"
Pershing in the first big American offensive of World War I
by crushing the Germans in the
battle of St. Mihiel. Some 500,000 Americans, with 2,900 cannons, 400 tanks and 1,000 "aeroplanes," defeated the enemy in
one of his strongest positions.
It was the first engagement of
the A.E.F. as an independent
force and demonstrated—as General Pershing insisted to Allied
Generalissimo Foch it would—
that American soldiers, when
trained, have what it takes to
win a major war. The victory
greatly boosted the spirits of
the Allies and paved the way
for the series of smashing onslaughts that led to German
surrender two months later.
Now,. General Pershing keeps
close tab on the progress of the
Yanks of 1942. Friends say he
Gen. Pershing
was very proud of what they did
g
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m
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war news, there probably will to the Japs in the Solomon Iscome memories of the busy and land battles. He remarked then
triumphant 58th birthday which that Americans had again dem- (Please turn tO Page 10)
he spent on the western front.
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Personally we don't know the secret of
success, but sometimes we are afraid it's
work.—Dallas News.

War Brings Needed
Changes To Schools
Tinged with war, as is everything today,
Princeton's schools opened this week for
the 1942-43 session . . . and youngsters
even below high school ages, are aware their
preparation for adult life must undergo
drastic changes in the years ahead. For the
senior high school boys are already in "the
reserves" for military service.
Teachers know too what faces them and
their charges; and will, it is devoutly to be
hoped, do everything in their power to help
speed victory by inculcating proper training.
In Washington last week 600 top educators met to hear their profession's new assignments in the war effort, after they had
already upset their schedules to train soldiers and war workers. It was the annual
four-day convention of the National Institute on Education and War.
Paul V. McNutt, War Manpower Commissioner said: "I urge you to put asidc
any thought of education as usual." He told
the teachers that if they were not drafted
by the Army, the Navy or war industry, it
is their patriotic duty to stick to their posts
despite lure of higher wages elsewhere.
Lieut. General.Brehon B. Somervell, chief
of the Army's Service of Supply, declared
the Army's greatest need today is for specialists. He said the tempo of war is such
that a complex college education is impossible and urged that those able to go to college devote this time to training for the
specialized work the armed services demand.
Then Brig. General Lewis B. Hershey,
Selective Service Director, shocked the educators further when he declared that "The
supply of reasonably able-bodied men without dependents will be exhausted soon" and
tossed the 18-19-year-old problem in their
laps. In 29 states, 18-and 19-year-old high
achool graduates already have been granted
emergency teaching certificates.
So, the war has brought us 18-and 19year-old teachers already, will sdon bring
us the same aged soldiers . . . And the
sorry fact that bothers us most is that
neither the young teachers nor the boy
soldiers-will have had proper training for
their tasks.
More than a year ago The Leader urged
rapid expansion of vocational training in
our schools, pointing out the even then
obvious fact that too many of our youngsters coming out of high schools, yes, and
colleges too, were fit only for "white collar"
jobs, of which there were too few . . .
while they could have won their way
quickly to good livelihoods had they been
taught to work with their hands.
The war proves the point. Our whole
system of education MUST be radically
changed now, is being changed, will never
be the same again. Which definitely is all
to the good.
Today in Princeton, plumbers, tinners,
carpenters, painters, mechanics, electricians,
radiomen, and every other sort of workman worthy of his hire, are at a premium
... a premium many of us cannot afford to
pay; so they are moving out into places
where their skills bring dividends out of
all proportion to what "softer" educated
persons are being or will be paid.
Princeton's schools need to have still more
"war changes," so that our boys and girls
will be better prepared for the sort of world
they will have after peace comes again.

Free Enterprise Works
There are many in government posts,
some of them highly influential, who hope
that the war will bring about a system of
state supervision, closely resembling Fascism or Nazism.
They insist that the common man must
have his activities regulated, his affairs
managed, if prosperity is to return and be
equitably spread. The "century of the common man" which they talk about, is to be
one of highly organized, dictatorial social
and economic controls.
The author of the remarkable book,
"Revolution," Mr. Robert Hunter, has given
statistics which are interesting and illuminating in this connection.
He points out that eight countries which

have a capitalistic society and maintain
free enterprise in all its vigor, as compared
with countries now under the rigid domination of highly centralized governments,
have the advantage, in respect of the welfare of the masses of the people, by ten to
one.
This author speaks as follows: "Capitalism is a product of the freedom, thrift and
hard labor of multitudes, and their standard of living cannot be improved when they
are habitual victims of the interference and
depredations of the despotic state.
If a planned economy administered by a
bureaucracy could produce and distribute
wealth profusely, the peoples under the
autocracies would be the richest in the
world."
Of course that is not (rue. It is not of
Germany, of Italy, of Rumania, of Russia,
of Japan. The populations of all those
countries fall far below he standards of
Britain and America.
A South American statesman, who recently traveled over this country making
observations, a trained economist and financier, declared that the American people,
the most prosperous on earth, with the best
distribution of wealth ever achieved in the
world, owe their enviable situation to the
system of free enterprise, coupled with
large natural resources which their ingenuity, inventiveness, industry and initiative have so rapidly developed.
Competition, the reward of individual
merit, the encouragement of individual effort, the room given to each man to make
the most of his powers and opportunities,
the emphasis on personal initiative, and
the certain effects of failure to work and to
save, are the things which move a nation to
great efforts and which insure progress.
Free enterprise works. It always has
worked. Abuses arising under it can be
cured. But how can the abuses which accompany autocracy be cured—except by
revolution? — (Lexington Leader)

Saving Tanks And Jeeps
By John Grover
(For Jack Stinnett, On Vacation)
Wide World Features

Washington.—Here's good news for taxpayers: the increasingly motorized Army is
really going to'town on a program of saving gasoline, tires and repair bills on its
mechanized equipment.
The new bugaboo of sloppy drivers and
careless Army mechanics is Preventive
Maintenance—shortened to PM by the
short-cut doughboys—which is working
wonders in cutting down the cost of moving
from here to there by truck, jeep and command car.
The PM crews do their effective work by
surprise visits. Without prior announcement, the four enlisted men and the officer
who compose the crew drop in on some outfit's motor park.
Woe betide the drivers who haven't kept
their trucks in tiptop shape. Woe betide the
maintenance crews who haven't repaired defects reported by the drivers.
These PM crews are super-experts on
motor vehicles. They work from a carefully prepared master list, and check all the
vital parts of an Army vehicle. When they
get through, they know exactly what's
wrong with the buggy, whether it's had
proper care and maintenance.
They make a formal report on the results
of their survey to the outfit's commanding
officer. If the check test shows poor handling and inadequate maintenance, somebody's sure to get "reamed," which is Army
for triple-distilled trouble.
The preventive maintenance idea grew
from the necessity of conserving rubber.
That problem of making the tires last is
just as serious in the Army as it is with
your personal car.
So they started out to educate the truck
jockeys and maintenance men in saving
tires. By checking wheel alignments, making daily inspections of all tires to guard
against incipient blowouts and failures, they
increased tire mileage by 50 percent.
Best of all, the surprise check-ups on
motorized equipment have resulted in keeping drivers and repair crews on their
toes.
When they pass out the medals for outstanding performance of duty, the man who
conceived the PM tests rates plenty of
consideration.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS

By G. M. P

When the Courier-Journal, which
hasn't been for anything or anybody

120 mph.

in years, takes to jumping on Hubert
Meredith for his "gratituitous belligerency" a good belly laugh is had by
many Kentuckians.

Princeton's scrap campaign, delayed
until the end of this month, is bound
to be a success . . . for a good many
of the town's best workers in all
sorts of "drives" are lined up to put
it over. If you have been living at the
same address a few years, it ought to
be easy to find valuable junk with
which you can sign your name on a
shell for Hitler.

Big League football comes to Kentucky, Sept. 19, at Louisville, when
Frankie Sinkwitch and his Georgia
Bulldog buddies meet Kentucky's
(sometimes) Wildcats. Georgia is
touted as one of the Nation's best this
year, while Kentucky, which has won
twice from the Bulldogs at Louisville
in recent years, is expected to have
enough to make it an interesting contest.
Those - Princetonians who have been
buying up used tires from friends and
neighbors who have put their cars in
storage and recaps from dealers who
got them ahead of the ban, as replacements for rubber now in use
may have had their trouble for nothing if Barney Baruch's plan gets
FDR's nod. And those who have more
than one car, in the home garage can
get ready to sell all except one to
Uncle Sam. Walking will be good by
this time next year for most of us. . .
And good for us too, no doubt.
Pennyriler hears some of those
Princeton soldiers who went off to
the Army not long ago do not agree
with the generally accepted report
that Uncle Sam is feeding his fighters mighty well. Experience leads to
belief that after about a month of
that Army grub, these lads will be
liking it fine . . . and feeling even
better than that.
Mrs. Mallory Porter, the Leader's
valued correspondent at Cobb, came
in to inspect our new quarters reeent,gb,
ly and expressed her approval. Mrs.
Porter has been writing news of the
Cobb community for The Leader for
years, signing herself "Nemo". Pennyriler is always glad when Mrs. Porter
comes in and approves what's going
on . . . being more than slightly
afraid that if she didn't approve she
would take him over her knee.
WPB announced last week auto
graveyards had produced 434,448 tons
of iron and steel scrap in July.
Heard a guy say the other night his
Idea of an untouchable is a guest
towel in the bathroom.
If one of your little boys gets a
carbuncle and another falls out of a
tree the next day it will serve temporarily to take your mind off the
war and other troubles.
I see in the Wall Street Journal
where another record was broken
in
Uncle Sam's war effort the other day
when a new diesel locomotive took
a
100-car oil haul from Chicago
to
Philadelphia. The powerful new engine can pull a freight train at
70
miles an .hour. Its sister passenger
locomotive can attain a maximum
of

1111
Dr. Clay McClain, young physician
who moved into Dr. B. K. Amos' office when the latter went off to the
Army, seems to be making hay and
friends rapidly. Personable and jolly,
this energetic newcomer is being
counted upon to carry a fairly heavy
load for the duration . . . and appears physically able to handle the
job.
Members of the Retail Merchants
Association who were somewhat putout over original decision to close
stores here Labor Day probably would
have less reason to complain if they
attended meetings and voiced their
opinions in advance, an officer told
Pennyriler this week.
1111
Wisecrack of the Week: She's a good
secretary, but clockeyed.—H. Klurfield.

Odd But Science

You Can Get Lit Up
Now For Operations
By H. W. Blakeslee
Wide World Features
New York.—The surgeon now can
light up your body with an internal
glow, the better to see certain important facts about where to operate.
The glow is produced by fluorescein, a common drug, which flouresces
under ultra violet light. Drs.
Kurt
Lange and Linn J. Body of New
York
Medical College describe the drug.
In some major operations
around
the abdomen it is necessary to
remove
tissues which have lost too much
of
their blood supply. But they
appear
no different than
healthy tissues
around them.
The surgeon injects some
fluorescein into a vein and in
a few
seconds, usually much less than
half
a minute, the color shows
up all
through the body, carried by the
circulating blood. But it does not
appear
in the diseased area and lack
of fluorescent glow tells the surgeon
what
he wants to know.
The glow is not ordinarily
visible,
but shows up under the rays
of an
ordinary ultra violet lamp.
The drug is also used to
find out
how long the blood takes
to circulate throughout a human
body. In
normal adults this is 15 to 20
seconds.
In some heart cases the
time may
run to a minute or longer.
1111
American farmers annually require
commercial fertilizer containing
nitrogen sufficient to supply 8
million _
24-foot torpedoes.

Washington Daybook

Most Everyone
Wanted
By John Grover
(For Jack Stinnett, on vacates)
Wide World Features
Washington.—There's an am
story about the Army finally g •
around to rescinding the
years late—requiring a recruit to
strong, opposed incisor teeth.
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glasses; deafness in one ear, if
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no disease of jaw-present and den
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three inches spinal curvature: in
great toe, hammer toes or we
toes; moderate deformities of the
per extremities, lower extreni
clavicle, ribs or scapula. provided .
individual followed a usefiff vom
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treatm
able by simple surgery or
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Groomed For Stardom

am n Street

literary Guidepost

Some Substitutes

Giannini Awaits Call

London (IP)—The call-up of
older men to the colors has
brought a big demand for household pets. The men want them

By John Selby
Wide World Features
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LIFE'S DARKEST MOMENTS

News From The Past

for the wives they've left behind.
"Last Train From Berlin," le
beautiful skin right down to the
Howard K. Smith
core. But, he says, the worms inThe Columbia Broadcasting
side are more afraid of the world
System's Berlin trilogy is noe
outside than of each other.
complete. First there was Shiver
This sounds as if Mr. Smith
Then there was Flannery. Now
were writing one of those optithere is Howard K. Smith, whose
mistic books which lead the uncontribution is, the easiest readthinking to relax and wait for
ing of the three, whose title is
the "inevitable collapse." The op"Last Train From Berlin."
posite is true. Mr. Smith wants
"This war has graduated alLine democracies to offer somemost every nation in the world
thing for the future that the opfrom potential anti-Nazis to acMr.
pressed people of Europe can get
tual anti-Nazis," writes
their teeth in, and drive the idea
Smith. "But the most important
home with Continental invasion.
single development of the RusThen the worms in the apple
sian war period has been to
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graduate the German
themselves into potential antiStart the Scrap on Your Farm
Nazis."
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And Your Strength and
is the day he left Germany, the last week and expects to be callEnergy Is Below Par
to
day he left the "Berlin blues" ed this month. He will report
It may be canoed by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
After playing small roles in behind and emerged into the Northwestern University in Chiwute to accumulate. For truly many
nine Hollywood pictures, Janis lighted streets and full markets cago and after a course of study
people feel tired, weak and mimerable
when the kidneys fail to remove exaee,
Carter (above), of Cleveland, has of Switzerland, and saw for him- will be graduated a deck enacids and other waste matter from the
blood.
od
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a
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You may suffer nagging backache,
self that there were places left sign.
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up nights, leg paine swelling.
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other sign that momething is wrong
bladder.
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of her within a year. She got her Mr. Smith, with better than av- was his opinion that what held
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wieer than neglect. Use
start by winning an audition erage opportunities, had not the home front together was
•
Donna Pills. It is better to rely en
medicine that has won countrywide apfor the Metropolitan opera sev- been able to get together more nothing more than fear of what
proval than on something lees favorably
—AP Telemat
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At Cornick's

CORNICK OIL CO.
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When Your
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For PRINCETON AND
CALDWELL COUNTY
and vicinity

Caldwell County Campaign
Started Monday, Sept. 7
Campaign In Princeton
Starts Friday, Sept. 11
Junk helps make guns,
tanks, ships for our fighting men
Bring in anything made
of metal or rubber . . . .
Get paid for it on the spot
Bring your family
Meet your friends
Throw YOUR scrap into the fight!

JUNK MAKES FIGHTING WEAPONS
One old radiator will provide
steel needed for seven-

scrap

teen .30 calibre rifles.

One old lawn mower will
help make she 3-inch shells.

One useleas old tire
will provide as much
robber as is used in
13 gas masks.

One old shovel wlU
help make 4 hand
grenades.

Let's Jolt them with Junk
from Caldwell County
This advertisement paid for in the interests of the war effort by

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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THE CHURCU, OF CHRIST
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Singing 9:45
Sunday, 5eptember 13, 1942.
Preaching 10:00 a. m. "The
Second Coining of Christ."
Sunday School 7:15 p. m.
Preaching 6:00 p. m. "Forward
In His Name."
Mid-week, services 8:00 p. m.
Wednesday evening.

SWEATERS AND
JACKETS . • .
Brown and Camel
Walnut
Luggage
American Cedar
Green
Powder

Farmers Learn To
Harvest Hemp Seed
100 Acres Of WarVital Crop Being Produced In Caldwell
Demonstrations showing hemp
seed producers in Caldwell how
to get their product ready for
marketing are being held today
at four places in the county. W.
C. Johnstone, field agent in
agronomy at Kentucky College
of Agriculture, is answering
questions and giving step-by-step
explanation of the new war-vital

Princeton Police Make
41 Arrests In August

('aldwell AAA Committeemen Executor's Notice
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Attend Henderson Meeting
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Jar the lap with Junk
reckless driving and one
Coof
breach
for gambling and
peace. Convictions were obtained
S U NDA
acin all cases with the three
--auk
sault and buttery cases held over
and
Fines
action.
to grand jury
M OND
with
and costs aggregated $771
actual collection $590. Replevin
bonds for the month totaled $70
with half of actual collections
Their
going to George Coon Library,

OGDEN MEMORIAL
crop.
in bottle
METHODIST CHURCH
A new line of matched shirts and pants
County Agent J. F. Graham as usual.
ne).
(gabardi
E. S. Denton, Pastor
green and sun-tan
said yesterday 52 Caldwell farm9:45 A. M. Sunday School.
ers are growing approximately
and
11:00 a.m. "Exaggerated AmAlso a new line of corduroy, whipcord, coverts
100 acres of hemp. He said rebition".
moleskin trousers.
sults so far are highly satis6:30 p. m. Youth Fellowship
factory.
service.
Meetings wew scheduled at
7:30 p. m. "Christian Enterthe following places: Mrs. Annie
prise."
Fleet Films To Be
at 9:30
D. McElroy's farm
Thomas Edison said, "I have
At Butler
o'clock; A. N. Horning's farm
Shown
better use for my brain than
at 11:30 o'clock; W. Pollard
Campus
to poison it with alcohol. To put
Oldham's farm at 2:30 o'clock
alcohol in a human brain is like
Navy is coming to PrinceThe
at
farm
and C. K. McNeely's
putting sand in the bearings of 400000000000000000000000C
ton Thursday night.
4:30 'o'clock.
weiner roast were Mr. and Mrs.
an engine."
At least, a part of it is and
Additional Society
G. H. Sharp and daughters
will drop anchor at Butler High
To
Manage
Mason
Ralph
Sarah Agnes and Viola Jean,
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
School Campus. The conveyance
Pvt. James Richardson
Kuttawa Red Front Store
Mrs. Charles Calvert, Misses
CHURCH
is a huge auto trailer representParty
Given Farewell
Ralph Mason, former employe
Nevelyn and Marselle Blalock,
John N. Fox, Pastor
ing a cruiser.
James Richardson, inducted in- Margaret and Rachel Clayton, of the Princeton Market Street
Leonard Groom, S. S. Supt.
The crew aboard the cruiser
and
month
9:45 a. m., The Church School. to the Army last
Mary Hubbard, Imogene, .Ina Red Front Store, has been trans- will show an action film of the
end10:45 a. m., Service of praise back for a furlough which
and Chloe Sharp; Messrs. Ray- ferred to Kuttawa where he will American fleet in battle maneuwith
mond Noble, Arthur Rhea and manage a Red Front grocery, it vers and other interesting points
and meditation. Message, "Our ed Wednesday, was honored
Princethe
at
party
farewell
a
Weldon Sharp, Willie Hollamon was announced Monday. Mason of Navy life. There will also be
Father."
has been working for the Red
3:00 p. m., Meeting of the ton Golf and Country Club Fri- and James Sharp.
some late pictures from Pearl
night.
day
Front Company there several
many
received
honorees
Pioneers.
The
Harbor showing the Japanese ats
6:30 p. m., Meeting of the , Guests were served sandwiche useful gifts for which they ex- years. He assumed his duties at tack.
were
and refreshments. Hostesses
Kuttawa the first of the week.
Tuxis.
pressed their thanks.
The sound motion pictures will
J.
7:45 p. m., The evening hour Lola Richardson Wind, Mrs.
shown out doors and will be
be
ChicaSmiley,
George
Mrs.
and
Richardof worship. Meditation, "Sowing." W. Quinn and Francis
The movies will start at
free.
the
hospital
at
friends
go,
visited
honWednesday, 7:30 p. m., The son Morgan, sisters of the
7:30 p. m.
Monday.
mid-week fellowship, Mrs. Alli- oree.
Mr. Elbert Rogers, Fredonia,
Those present included Mr.
son Akin is to be our leader.
appendectomy
an
underwent
Mr.
Twisdale,
Thursday, 7:30 p. m., The and Mrs. Clyde
Day and Nite! Buy War Bonds & Stamps Here!
Monday.
and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Mr. and
choir rehearses.
Route
Ethridge,
Miss Helen E.
Mrs. Randolph Hutchinson, Mr.
2, Princeton, submitted to an
Rufus
Powell,
Bill
Mrs.
and
BAPTIST
POND
OTTER
Monday.
Boaz, Nancy Catlett, Crit Lowry, appendectomy
Rev. F. M. Masters, pastor
Henson, Claxton,
Willard
Mrs.
Phyllis Rowland, James RichLee Mashburn, S. S. Supt.
had a needle removed from her
Mr.
Jones,
Laurence
ardson,
services
preaching
Regular
arm Monday.
Saturday and Sunday at 11 and Mrs. Willis Martin, Pvt.
TONIGHT and FRIDAY
Virgil Davison, Midway, was
Offit,
n,
Bobby
Hutchinso
Owen
o'clock.
treated Monday for a broken
Sunday School at 10 o'clock. Annabett Pruett, Virginia Wylie,
arm.
Lynn,
Ralph
McGough,
Hobart
Cedar
The pastor will reach at
Miss Rachel TurJey, Fredonia,
Bluff Baptist Church Sunday Curley Morse arid T. B. Mcappeneteetettty
an
Che story of the men
underwent
Jr.
Connell
2
o'clock.
at
afternoon
behind the men beSaturday and continues to imhind the gunsprove.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will Soldiers Honored
Shoecraft,
Perry
0u r
fighting
William
preach at Cobb Sunday at 11
a
in
Yanks
At Farewell Party
Mexico, being treated for
and 2 o'clock and at Cedar
Imogene minor accident.
Overalls!
Misses Chloe and
Bluff at 7.
Sharp entertained friends at a
Little Gilbert Dale Howton,
farewell party at the home of Princeton, is improving.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Iley Easley, Shady Grove, had
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
J. G. Cothran, Minister
H. Sharp. September 5, for a toe amputation Monday.
9:45.
at
School
Sunday
their brother, James Sharp, his
J. W. Asbridge, Mexico, unMorning Worship at 11. Serfriend, Willie Hollaman, who derwent an appendectomy Frimon theme. ''New Things."
-are leaving soon for the army.
day.
Baptist Training Union Meets
Those enjoying the party and
Miss Pauline Morgan, Salem.
St 6:15.
Evening Worship at 7:30. Sermon theme, "Seeking Valuable
Things."
Wednesday
service
Prayer
night at 7:30.
The Regional Training Union
Convention meets with us Friday and Saturday.
You are invited to come and
worship with us in our church
services. The subjects for Sunday
morning and evening ought to be
•
of prime interest and importance
to all.
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IT'LL BLAST YOU
OUT OF YOUR SEAT...411
AND MAKE YOUR HAIR
STAND ON END!

- survived by his widow,
H
The _ _.ier Mary Belle Traylor,
and five brothers, Carol, Kelley,
Archie. Guy and Lonnie Lane.
He was a son of Patrick and
Hattie Lane, who died several
years ago.

Added Joy! . .

SPORTS—"MEET THE CHAMPS"

Silas Lane
Silas
for
Funeral services
Lane, 38-year-old former resident of Princeton who died at
his home in Detroit September
4, were held at Morgan Funeral
Horne Monday at 2 o'clock.
Burial was in Meek's Cemetery.
The Rev. Rodolph Lane was in
charge of the services.
Mr. Lane was well-known
here, having lived in Princeton
several years before going to
Detroit. He died after a short

HUNT

"MR. STRAUSS TAKES A WALK"
A color cartoon

FREE!
A

pair of FREE tickets

absolutely given away with
each

Bond

through

us

purchased
during

the

month of September.

ON SALE DAY

AND

GUARANTEED
BY THE U. S.
GOVERNMENT
TO MAKE
HITLER
SHRINK,
HIROHITO
FADE,
AND MUSSOLINI
VERY UNHAPPY!

It will make you
want to cheer!

SATURDAY -

LATEST

TWO

Feature No. 1

BROWN

NEWS

FEATURES!
Feature No. 2
NOT MUROIR...
R SCIENCI...
but It's
loads
of fun!

Plus These Short
OUTPO
CARTOON—"GANDY GOOSE AT THE RIGHTWAS
COMEDY—"MAYBE DARWIN

FRIDAY
NEXT THURSDAY AND

IMBUE CRANIUMS OF I MT
,44:con TRACY 444LA MARR
f)

irs

IT'S TOPS IN THRILLS AND
CHILLS!

JOHNNY MACK

WAR

Jeffrey

lone

LYNN•WYMAN

NIGHT AT YOUR
tss,
FUZZY KNIGHT

PIC

And In Addition:
SUPERMAN in "THE MAGNETIC TELESCOPE"
CHAPTER 7—"RIDERS OF DEATH VALLEY"
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ROBT. YOUNG
MARSHA

Funeral services for Mrs. Alice
Martin who died at her home in
were
Trigg county Thursday
held Friday at Wallonia Christian Church with the Rev. Mr.
Wheeler in charge. She was an
aunt of Mrs. V. T. White, of Fredonia.
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the day he went away.
.eein to realize he's gone—
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pasteurs, Executive Committee
Leader Congratulates
Arnett, N. Jefferson street.
d
week-en
last
spent
,
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Handy, E.
Mrs. Clifton Pruett was in Paducah
Of Woman's Club Meets
Mr.
a
parents,
s
Pasteur'
Mr.
with
charge of the progam, with the
The executive committee of Green street, on the birth of
9. Mr.
er
HopSeptemb
s,
r,
Pasteur
daughte
Friday
met
Fred
Club
s
Mrs.
and
Woman'
the
taking
s
present
other member
the
afternoon, Sept. 4, at the home Handy is superintendent of
part.
kinsville street.
Gas Co. here.
Ky.
ll,
West
McConne
Thomas
Mrs.
of
d
Present were Mesdames Ev0. R. Milstead has returne
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm CumMoore, home from the I. C. Hospital in Hopkinsville street, to discuss
erett Cherry, Berdie
South Jefferson street, on
out
mins,
through
club
the
for
plans
and
Clifton Pruitt, Edwin Jacobs
of a daughter, Sep, where he underwent a the year.
birth
Paducah
the
the hostess; Misses Atha Stalminor operation.
to meet the tember 3, at the Princeton Hosagreed
club
The
Nall.
Miss
RebecEliza
lins and
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore third Friday in each month for pital.
ca Henderson was a visitor.
little daughter, Vivian Clare their regular meeting and the
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Miller,
and
At the close of the meeting,
home in Paducah other Fridays were to be spent Eddyville, on the birth of a son,
their
for
left
refreshments were served by
Monday after several days' visit by members taking part in the September 3, at the Princeton
the hostess.
with relatives.
sewing activities at the local Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Routt,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hodge, Red Cross headquarters.
ville, on the birth of
Nicholas
presiEvansville, spent last week-end
is
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers
a son, September 7, at Nicholaswith friends and relatives here. dent of the club.
ville. Mr. and Mrs. ROutt are
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Hillyard,
Miss Christine Wood arrived
daughter, former residents here.
Monday afternoon from the Detroit, spent last week-end was the guest of her
and Mr. Smith.
R.
Mrs. Floyd
Corp. and
University of Missouri, Columbia, with Mr. Hillyard's parents, Mr. Mrs. Virgil Smith
Jimmy Pool has returned from Brantley, Marion, on the birth of
for a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Hillyard, W. Main
Detroit where he has been em- a son, September 6, at the
and Mrs. C. M. Wood.
4treet.
e school Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff, Mrs. J. I Miss Pauline Byrd recently ployed. He will continu
High
Butler
at
year
this
,
here
Virginia
West
and
on
Logan,
left for
H. Brown, of Henders
with his
Mrs. Barney Jones were visitors where she will teach physical and make his home
Rev. Charles Lancaster
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Walin Hopkinsville Sunday after- education.
To Attend College
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Phelps and ter Majors, near Princeton.
noon.
Rev. Charles Lancaster, pastor
Mrs. James W. Thomas, daugh- children, of Madisonville, spent
Princeton Church of Christ,
of
s
l
Mr.
Resign
Worrel
th
visiting
Elizabe
here
d
,
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Morgan N. last week-en
leave here Monday to atwill
Agency
nce
Jefferson, is visiting here. Mrs. and Mrs. Jessie Hunter and Mr. At Service Insura
college at Abilene, Texas.
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tend
Satterfi
Dorothy
Miss
Bryant.
A.
J.
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Anna
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and
Thomas is known here
David Carroll of FloriRev.
Service
The
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son,
accepte
and
Mrs. W. R. Martin
Belle Morgan. Mr. Thomas has
g Miss da will act as pastor during abreplacin
ce
Agency
Insuran
City,
Central
Clyde,
Lake
Salt
William
from
red
been transfer
Elizabeth Worrell who resigned sence of the Rev. Mr. Lancaster
are visiting here.
9Ity to the West Coast.
is expected to return here
Mr. and Mrs. George Smiley, Saturday to enroll at Murray who
Mrs. John Brown, Henderhe obtains his college dewhen
semesfall
the
for
d
College
State
week-en
last
spent
,
son, spent last week-end as the Jr., Chicago
gree.
Mrs.
ter.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. with Mr. Smiley's mother,
Ethel Smiley and sister, Miss
Granstaff and family.
J. L. Vinson, Chicago, spent June Smiley, Hopkinsville St.
Mrs. I. B. Tanner spent last
last week-end with his family
seek-end in Louisville.
here.
of LieutenMrs. C. C. Bishop and childMrs. Sallie Lamb returned
and other fall
Mrs. Irving L. Wadlington, bride (last December)
Is your budget upset with "Back to School"
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Tuesday from a two weeks' visit ren, Tommy and Barbara, have
be paid?
schould
that
and Wadlington, is visiting her parents-in-law,
bills
expenses? Do you have summer
H. C. Wadlington, in Paducah with her daughter, returned from Chicago, where
e, medical or
insuranc
,
Wadlington, at Denver, Colo., for the duration.
clothing
coal,
for
cash
need
Do you
county farmer, is a Mrs. W. C. Moore.
they visited Mrs. Bishop's par? If so, come in,
a son of Lloyd Wadlington, prominent Lyon
dental attention, taxes or other purposes
lArs. Charles Klapforeman for Lyon
and
y
Mr.
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s
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ton,
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and
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Mr.
Wood
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brother of
today
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a resident of Princeton, spent last week-end in Paducah roth.
county. Another brother, Charles, is
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as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
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operating
Detroit after a two week's
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Willie
Ray Ellis, Madisonville;
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honorstreet.
Main
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Manager
with
West
470
Eldred,
Ky.
on,
l Eldlred and Gus Kor- visit
Princet
Marshal
Guy Martin, Chicago; Misses trecht spent Friday in Louisville. Winifred Williamson, Mr. WillMrs.
formScallan,
Robert
Mrs.
ing
MelKatharine Garrett, Mary Wilson
Miss Joyce Farmer left Fri- iamson and little daughter,
erly Eunice Adair Dallar.
for Blue Mountain College, va Joyce.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Eldred and Mabel Johnston, and
RiTED
Mrs. C. A. Woodall has reStegar Dollar, Bowling Green, Mr. and Mrs. James Dollar, fflue Mountain, Miss., where
COR PO AT ION of KY.INCORPO
she
where
le
Louisvil
Senior this year. turned from
she will be
Mrs. Evelyn Kortrecht Richard- Madisonville.
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Sun, Memphis, Tenn.; Mr. and
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Mrs. Robert Scallan, Cincinnati;
B&PW Group Meets
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall P. Eldred,
onal
The Business and Professi
,
McElroy
Gus Kortrecht, Billy
Council
"Head into Fall with a spanking new hat!
s
Women'
the
Mr. and Mrs.• George Pettit, Mr. Group of
Church
n
First Christia
This year's hats are so excitingly new . . .
and Mrs. James Stegar, Mrs. of the
September
,
evening
Tuesday
Rumsey Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. met
beautifully simple for the flying hours of
the home of Mrs. Rebecca
Carl Sparks, Mrs. hey McGough, 8, at
and nights! Marvelously chic

Visits In Denver For Duration

Star In
Window"

e marriage of Miss Lorna
Young, daughter of Mrs.
Young. Dawson Springs, to
and Sidney Oliver, son of
Mrs. Luther Oliver, 102
and
.
th Seminary street, took
in Hopkinsville, August
with Judge James E. Higofficiat ing.
bride was attired in a
blue crepe dress with
accessories. Her flowers
a shoulder arrangement
k roses.
Oliver is now employed
th his father in the Oliver
• East Main street.
couple will make their
at 302 South Seminary

s. Robert Scotian
Honored Here
Open House was held Thursy evening, September 3. at
home of Miss Mary Wilson
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your busy days
hats without an extra frill . . . but so devastatingly flattering men will look twice
.. . and approve! High peaked crowns, faceframing bonnets, big, big berets! Wear year
hats straight on your head ... note the new
flattery! See our whole exciting collection
today!"

Below Are Two New Successes by Dobbs and Brewster
beautiful

DOBBS

Paradise
Shoes
Suede High Heel
Pump. Brass studded bow—

Black

$7.95

a crown that soars upward,
A gay new silhouette
ty. One
a new high in Brewster's styling ingenui
by the John
of a group of hats, selected and endorsed
$6.50
Robert Powers Model Committee.

Brown Calf Medium Heel
Pump with ribbon trim . .

BREWSTER HATS EXCLUSIVE WITH US

$7.95

A BEST BE?
IN BERETSI

$7.50

43,

YY .22439 #

Pump
Brown Calf Spectator
.
.
.
High Heel

$7.95

Brown Alligator High Heel
Sandal . . .

$7.95

Princeton Shoe Co.
X-Ray"
"Fine Shoes Fitted By

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
Hopkinsfiille
acyyzootsocc0000ts0000000ce,octor

Made by a master...Dobbs Honeybunch beret is your
most important hat for fall! A Dobbs original,
of fine fur felt...it's priced in keeping with the times.
New fall colors...and Dobbs-sized to your heal
Light colors slightly higher

Thursday,

Knot-Tie-er For
Three
Cenerations
Trenton, Mo. 41_1
,4
A. K. Clenieris
recently
Pe
ed the
marriageBoneta Sheppard service
and her
band. In 1918
he perfor
similar service
for
mother and father
and in
he was the
minister at the
ding of Boneta's
grand

Princetonians' will remember
September 1918 when Allied
forces in France had the German man-machine pushed almost back into its own country.
Optimism ran high but despite
indications the Allies were win-

MESS TIME FOR YANKS IN AUSTRALIA: Outdoors during maneuvers in Australia, these U. S.
soldiers go after a meal with gusto. Some of them use a log as a table for their food. —AP Telemat

Against WPB
By Herman Allen
nation—have more people inWar speeds up the evolution volved in this war than anybody
of many an institution. That, in else, and we want a hand in runthe eyes of some Washington la- ning it. We want some seats at
bor experts, is what is happen- the top of the War Production
ing in the current go-'round be- Board. We want a new board
tween AFL and CIO leaders on that will plan and coordinate all
one hand and the WPB on the phases of war production, and
other.
we want to he represented on it.
The labor people are telling We want to be represented in
the WPB this:
every branch and division of
"Look—we told you a year ago WPB."
you would need three million
And there, if labor gets what
pounds of aluminum. You said it demands, is where the speedone million would be enough, up in evolntion will come in.
but you found you needed closer
Most American sociologists figto three million to carry out the ure that labor's position in this
airplanes schedules.
country is about 20 years behind
"We told you there would be labor's position in Britain, Ausa copper shortage. Now the tralia, New Zealand—even CanArmy wants us to use gold min- ad. Labor is regarded as growners to get out more copper.
up and responsible in the British
"We told you there would be Commenwealth. The war may
a steel shortage and there is.
spin the clock to the point where
We gave you a plan for conver- labor will enjoy the same status
sion of automobile factories. You here.
shelved it, but you have had to
The British fumbled with laconvert these factories.
bor for a few months, but Dun"We were in a position to kerque shocked her into underknow about these things, but we standing that only with labor's
got the brush-off.
full support could she hope to
"The reason we got the brush- win the war. She set up a sysoff was the same reason theat tem of 12 regional boards, each
management-labor committees in responsible to the Production
individual factories got t h e Council comparable to our WPB.
brush-off. Management, which is
On each board three represen=trenched in the WPB, was af- tatives of labor, three represenraid that labor would get too tatives of employers, plus rep-nuch power and that our unions resentatives of such government
would make too much headway. agencies as the Ministry of La'We-1-the employe class of the bor, Ministry of Supply, the Admiralty and the Board of Trade.
Each board member is responbile
to the group he represents, but
the board as a whole is responsible only to the Production
Council.
Something like this is what laCapital Stock Co. Insurance bor would like to set up here.
is safe and reliable.
Naturally such
a
program
would meet resistance from emPrinceton;
Phone 25
.
ployer groups—the men who
110 S. Jefferson St.
labor claims dominate the WPB

Lisanby's Lizards
Beat Groom's Grubbers
In Second Rotary Fray
Lisanby's

Lizards

outfoxed

Groom's Grubbers in a stormy
four-inning softball game 9 to 8
at the Rotary Club
roundup
near

Al Thomas Page's home
Sunday afternoon.
Sparked by Gordon Lisanby
and Al Templeton and Harry
Hale, the Lizards started in
strong with six runs to the
Grubbers' none at the second
inning.
Then pitcher Hugh Black_
burn's speedball burned
the
Lizards out for batters Bill
Russell, W. D. Russell, Clifton
Wood, Leonard
Groom
and
Blackburn hit to turn the tide
almost to a defeat for the leading Lizards, in the last inning.
They were saved by rain just
in time for Doc Cole to revive
the tired players.
through its $1-a-year men. It is
obvious that it might lead to a
stronger labor hand in post-war
government.
Liberals, however,
declare
there's nothing alarming about
that prospect. They point to the
fact that life went on just about
the same under labor government in England as under other
regimes. Leading Australian papers commented in the mid-'30s
that the New Deal vseemed to be
all right as far as it went.
Actually, there's no telling
what might come out of it. One
suee. bet, though, is that labor
won't give up any gains without
a fight.
Not everybody in Caldwell
county subscribes to The Leader
but nearly everybody reads it!

ning. Uncle Sam was taking no
chances.
The Army called eight men to
service and seven of them left
24 years ago today. The contingent of men marched through
town and were given cigars by
the Red Cross. They posed for
a group picture before leaving.
The contingent included Clyde
0. Wood, Lem Morse, Ray
Dunn, Ezra Boswell, Sidney
Mitchell, Fred Weidmeyer, McKinley Smith and Fred Smith.
Boswell, the eighth man, failed
to show up at train time and
was left behind.
The Army also notified the following persons to get ready for
service: Clifton Hollowell, Alvin
Richey Poole, Lawrence Haile,
Elgon East, Edward McNeeley,
Ben Kennady, Z. D. Orange, McKinley Mimms, Herbert Williams, Roy Tinsley, Elmer Newby, Hubert Stallins, Raymond
Ridley, Willie Wyatt, William L.
Jones, Wallace McGowan, Ben
Womelsduff, Owen Strong, Wallace Wilson, David Carl Spickard, Ira Orlin
York, Leslie
Strong, John Strong Tiverton
Hollowell, Marion Polish, Eugene Vanlear, Henry Whorten,
John B. Prince, 011ie Ballard,
G. B. Cluke and Andrew Cook.

Saving Ways
Slip covers out of your budget's reach? Unbleached muslin
can be used for inexpensive slip
covers if you will use your imagination about finishing them
off with colored fringe, or cords.
Make your curtains or drapes to
match.
A new dressing table for a
song! Cover, and make a "skirt"
for an old round or oval table
out of mattress ticking. Slipcover the frame of an easel mirror to match and add as many
ruffles as you ilke.
Dress up the living room with
a coffee table. Do it inexpensively by painting a luggage rack
the prevailing color of the room
and placing a tray, mirror, or
sturdily backed picture frame on
the rack. Waste Wardens sometimes find the "makings" in the
attic.
Stunning folding screens can
be made for that bare corner by
lacing together three or four
wooden panels stained a rick
dark brown. Border the edges
with augur holes every two
inches and lace boards together
with rope that has been soaked
in the stain. Lace loosely so
screen can be folded.

DEKALB AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, DeKalb,

railroad restaurant
of
Towery at the Depot
IQ
be in full
management
time. This is
one of the
paying businesses in
town,
in the heart of
where
things go on, and
as
an old railroad
boy he
even better than his
pr

WILLKIE ARRIVES IN EGYPT: Wendell Willkie, on a voluntary misison to spread the word abroad for President Roosevelt
of the United States' unity at home, alights from a U. S. Army
transport plane at a Cairo, Egypt, airfield. The former presidential candidate spoke to American troops in Egypt and inspected
their workshops and repair facilities near Cairo. (Photo via
—AP Telemat
radio from Cairo)
business houses and public buildings were destroyed and 19,000
people made homeless.
(Continued from page three)
Buys Railroad Restaurant
determined to get as much life
Princeton, October 9, 1903—
and fun out of the hot season Frank Morgan has bought the
as possible so they were off
with the Merry Maids on another hayride Tuesday afternoon.
There was a pretty big crowd
of them too when they stopped
in Satterfield bottom for a big
supper and the fun on this occasion sorter made up for that
washed out by the big rain when
they went last time.
"Right Serious Difficulty" ..
Princeton, June 23, 1908—A
right serious difficulty occurred
yesterday between Jailer William
Smith and Flagman Joe Gooch
in the saloon run by Hugh Jones
on the east side of Court Square.
It led to abuse and blows. Gooch
was struck in the face and
Smith was shot through the
right wrist.
Third Of Boston Burned
Boston, Mass., April 14, 1908—
An apparently insignificant fire
which started in a pile of rags
in a dump in the city of Chelsa
today was fanned by a northeast gale into a conflagration
which obliterated a third of the
city. Five hundred dwellings,

W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltin

MRS. PAYNE THANKS
RETONGA FOR STRENGT
Felt So Weak, Nervous And
Run-Down She Had To
Spend Much Of Her Time
In Bed. Thanks
Retonga
For Prompt Relief
"Many of my friends have
wanted to know what I have
done to look so much better, and
Retonga deserves the credit," declares Mrs. Mary M. Payne, well
known resident of 1025 Breckenridge St., Owensboro, Ky., in a
happy public endorsement of
this noted gastric tonic and Vitamin B-1 medicine.
"I had no appetite, and I lived
almost entirely on soft foods,
but even this seemed to cause
so much gas that sometimes I
could hardly breathe. Often just
a glass of water would turn sour
in my stomach. I had to take
strong laxatives regularly, my

skin was yellowish, ar
legs, arms, and shoulder, me until sometimes I cou
ly stand up. It seemed
spent half of my time
"Retonga gave me
relief. I now eat
meals every day, my
have settled down, and
splendidly. The pains
.
stipation are also relieved,
I feel so much stronger
better that I can never th
Retonga enough."
Retonga is intended for •
relief of such symptoms w.
they are due to insufftc , •
of gastric juices in the
sluggish elimination, and VI
min B-1 deficiency. Accept
substitute. Retonga may be •
tamed at Dawson's Drug Stz.
—Ai
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And, of course, a cordial reception!
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

MORE corn for Victory—
More corn for Peace—More corn to feed the
World — that's the job of the American
Farmer tochiy and in the years to come.
And there's a man in your neighborhood whose Job Is to
help you do your Job better,easier and more economically.
That man 'fa your local DeKalb dealer. His specialised
knowledge of corn and his practical knowledge of your local
growling conditions enable him to help you select the best
varieties for your farm — to tell you of the latest DeKalb
hybrids and to help you increase your yield on less ground.
Make ft a point to get acquainted with your DeKalb
dealer. He's a real farmer just like yourself, and your
problems are his problems. See your DeKalb dealer.

September 10, 1

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
. Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
W I,. Stodgill
Assistant Manager,
Tor Reservation

ONALD M. Nelson was born In
Mark Twain's home town,
Hannibal, Missouri, on November 17,
1888. His father was a railroad
engineer. His family lived in • poor
iection of Hannibal. When he was
a small boy his mother died. Donald
determined to "amount to something," so he spent three years as a
waiter and furnace tender in order to
earn his education at the University
of Missouri.

D

Years of hard work followed.
Then came World War II. Today
Donald Nelson is holding down one
of the biggest jobs in history as
chairman of the War Production

Board. It may not pay the $70.000
yearly salary he was getting at Sears,
Roebuck & Company before Uncle
Nelson's
Sam took him, but it is Mr.
war.
"bit" toward winning the
* * *
Your son, like every young American rich qr poor, has an opportumq
for success unequalled in any other
free
land—thanks to our system of
enterprise. We must safeguard tills
We
opportunity for our children.
nemies
e
the
fighting
must never stop
American
who would replace this
and
dictatorship
Way of Life with
illingly
w
national socialism. We must
work and sacrifice for victory.
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Cobb News

Sugar Shortage
In Command
Hits Fair Displays
•
Stillwater, Okla. (N)—There
(Nemo)
September 7, 1942 taries, meeting in Denver, has
George Bryant, one of "our°
be displays of jams, prewon't
Mr. G. M. Pedley,
a
shorter
for
come out squarely
boys", Camp Shelby, Miss., was
serves and jellies at county
Princeton, Ky.
store day. It was also, reported
last week to visit his
home
this
Dear Editor:
a
in
Oklahom
booths
fair
at this Conference that the Govfather, 0. M. Bryant, and Mrs.
The druggists all over the ernment was now preparing a fall. Norma Brumbaugh, state
Bryant.
country have been asked to close war Untie ruling limiting store home demonstration agent, says
their stores earlier in order to hours. The slogan of one drug- these traditional farm delicacies
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Lacy, Princeconserve electric power. There gist who has adopted shorter require so. much sugar farm woton spent Sunday with his brothare 762 drug stores in Kentucky. hours is, "Let's give the Japs men aren't being encouraged to
er, Ernest Lacy, and Mrs. Lacy.
Reporting on a survey of short- our sugar in the form of shells." produce them this year.
Douglas Perkins, Louisville, arWe do not know of many other hours, most of them have
here Saturday.
rived
do
we
but
night,
s
or
that
day
or
businesse
the
ns
of
er
professio
complied with the emergency
Edwin Jacob, Princeton,
Mrs.
your
in
serve the public longer hours resent the comment
request.
spent last week with home folk.
time.
closing
our
public
about
The
druggist.
column
the
than
of
ive
the Owl
stores
Twenty-f
Mrs. Tennie Hart spent last
Chain in California are opening demands that we open our stores You have cut your paper from
in Princeton.
week-end
one hour later and closing from early and stay on the job long twice a week to once a week so
daily
a
publish
you
and
don't
asleep
are
why
one to three hours earlier. We after most people
Prettifier
believe that if Pennyriler will to be ready to come to our store paper if you want to help the
London (FP)—Mrs. Teresa Copcooperatare
time
druggists
We
any
notice
town.
a
moments
on
look around he will find most
of Hoylake . is brightening
nall
a
as
ent
of the drug stores closing earlier during the night or on Sundays. ing with our Governm
salvage campaign. She
the
up
—even in cities with defense Many nights during the middle war time measure, instead of
figures. on all the
bright
paints
8
an
Princeton
make
all
to
day
trying
work the hours are shorter than of winter after working
placed about her
cans
salvage
American
the
ing
Command
and until 10 o'clock at night, we o'clock town!
in Princeton.
town.
Nazi
so
has
Gillilan
fighting
d
As
Stricklan
bombers
and
get
up
to
B-25
Basing its position on the druggists have had
ground that "if we don't cut go to the store to get fifteen well said, "Just stand aside and General Rommel's renewed atJohn Patterson of Shelby
down on the length of the drug or ,twenty cents worth of .medi- watch yourself go by, Think of tack in Egypt is Col. C. G.
expects to get $150 for
county
'V."
of
instead
'he'
store day, the government will," cine for some sick person. We yourself as
Ga., lower leaves of tobacco that cost
Augusta,
of
Goodrich
Yours very truly,
the Conference 'of State Phar- are all very glad to render this
—AP Telemat him about $40 to gather.
R. C. WOOD. (above).
maceutical Association Secre- service to the public at any hour
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BURNINCi WARSHIP: Fire etched
ORE FLIES OVER
still waved at the stern of the
Glory
e sky, but Old
tender, U.S.S. Prairie, which caught fire
destroyer
cken
Newfoundland, May 27. Heroic action
ock tti Argentia,
from destruction. She is now in servship
the
saved
w
(Associated Press photo from U. S.
said.
the Navy
—AP Telemat

DONIA NEWS
ed family reunion Sunday at
Rachel Turley
left
Roland, between the rivers.
Mrs. J. P. Baker
Ind.
Gary,
Miss Carrie Butts, of Louis:
Mrs. Glenn Whitt, of ville, is visiting relatives here.
recent
were the
Miss Gladys Ruth Moore spent
-iatives here.
Saturday night with Miss Vivian
Butler, who has Beck.
able to be up.
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield has reii Hooks, of Bowling signed her position with the
here Wednesday. His Valley Grocery Company.
returned home with
A shower was given Mrs. J. E.
had been visiting Dean last Tuesday afternoon at
Darents, Mr. and Mrs. the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Mrs. Hooks had her Baker. She received many nice
and useful gifts.
wed.
A shower was given Tuesday
•narles Brockmeyer,
:lard, Mo.. is here on night at the home of Mr. and
,Iting his parents, Dr. Mrs. Edward Boone.
' H. Bruckmeyer. He
•.) Fort Sills, Okla.
Ky. 16 Burley Is
Mrs. C. S. McElroy
Grown
Joe Parr spent last Now Widely
a varietobacco,
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16
Mrs.
Ky.
,th Mr. and
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• Elroy, of Hodgens- ty developed by the
Experiment Station at Lexingby
• Barnes. Mr. Wilford ton, has now been certified
Improvement
Seed
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of
Wylie,
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D.
J.
Mrs.
years. The
..ere in Salem Tues- Association for 5
sold by
Mrs. Barnes' brother. certified seed is being
and by
Kentucky
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several in Tennessee.
Judging from the sale of certiMrs. Raymond Moore
percent
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Kentucky
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The diameter of the
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• Mary Jane Brown and through
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HEADQUARTERS FOR THE FAMOUS
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT IND WEDDING RINGS
Keepsake ANT1OUE
215.00
Matchod Sot
200.00
Engagement Ring

Kimpoolui SCROLL
72.50
Matched Sot
62.50
Engagement Ring

$37.5°

Keepsal.• ALTHENIA
189.75
Matched Set
150.00
Engagement Ring

Enchnnting loveliness for a $tAc00
-8.j—
dainty feminine wrist.

A tweedy, masculine model Sim()
especially designed for Him.

ELGIN WATCHES

nc-

Keepsake CLOISTER
119.75
Matched Sot
100.00
Engagement Ring

$33.75

BULOVA WATCHES

Keep 'Em Happy
With Mail
$70,000
y not pay the
San,
at
he was getting
,
Lock
before
Company
s
l'siel000
Mr.
is
, but it
winning the war.
*

*

Pens $2.75 to $9.75
many selections of these
A VOLLAND Card for every occasion—See our
EXCLUSIVE CARDS.

*

like ever"' young ArigfP*
opportooq
r, has an
ailed in any °lb°
.
to our system of f.rte
safeguard _di:
We must
W.
children.
for our
enesod.
•p fighting
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lice for victory.

ICeopsalte LOTUS
69.75
Matrisod 5,4
50.00
Eavveisent Ring

Shaeffer Pen and Pencil
Sets $6.00 to $17.50

We have the ...

HALLMARK
rds for soldiers, sailors and marines . . . as
attired on Radio show "Meet Your Navy."

beautician
Come to Denham's Beauty Shop . . . and let our expert
s, produce the lovlier
re-style your hair . . . Accent your loveliest feature
you . . . Permanents . . . Reasonable prices!

DENHAM'S BEAUTY SHOP
ULA & ELIZA NALL
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ROOSEVELT ADDRESSES NATION BY RADIO: In a radio address to the nation, President Roosevelt (above) carries his battle for stabilization of living costs to the people, asserting that immediate action is necessary to avoid a "serious econo mic crisis," and that, "if we wait for two or three
—AP Telemat
or four or six months it may be too late."
16, at 2 p.m., with Miss Grace

Caldwell county women who
attend community Homemakers'
Club meetings in September will
/earn about care of clothing and
home nursing, Miss Nancy Scrugham said Monday.
A study lesson for the entire
year has been worked out, she
said, and food and other home
management projects will be
considered for the next 12
months. Home nursing will also
be studied. as a major lesson, she
said.
The following meetings are
scheduled for the week September 10-17: Eddyville Road, Friday, Sept. 11, at 2 p.m., with
Mrs. Charles Rowland as hostess;
Otter Pond, Tuesday, Sept, 15,
at 2 p.m., with Mrs. L. B. Sims
and Miss Robbie Sims as hostesses; Crider, Wednesday, Sept.

Adamson as hostess, and Friendship, Thursday, Sept. 17, at 2
p.m., with hostess to be announced.
A delegation of five Caldwell
clothing leaders attended a district training school at Hopkinsville last Saturday taught by
Miss Iris Davenport, College of
Agriculture expert, who explained care of garments now on
hand, selection of clothing made
of alternate materials and remodeling of garments.
Local
representatives
were
Mrs. Charles Wilson, Fredonia;
Mrs. Wylie Brown, Eddy Creek;
Mrs.
Guy
Shoulders, Otter
Pond; Mrs. Lester Paris, Hopkinsville Road, and Mrs. Lyman
Kilgore, Eddyville Road.

Dogs On British Warships
Serve As Plane Detectors
London (JID) — Dog

,
...R.0 de Jsewo

PACIFIC

have now gone into the record

Otter Pond Club
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Robinson
entertained members and visitors
of the Otter Pond Homemakers'
Club at the annual community
picnic held Friday night on the
lawn of the Robinson home.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Claude McConnell, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Reece, Mrs. Ray Martin, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Denham, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Paricer, Mrs. T. P. Lewis, Mr. and
Mrs. Garnett P'Pool, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude B. Wood, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, Mrs. P.
J. Blackburn, Mrs. Eugene Goodwin, Mrs. George Martin, Jr.,
Mrs. Grace Stinebaugh, Misses
Robie Sims, Lucy and Irene
Mashburn, Irene Board, Margarette Wadlington, Evelyn
Crawford, Martha Lea and Shirley Mayes, Joan Robinson, Tommy and Catherine Lewis, Martha
P'Pool, Mrs. Lee Mashburn, Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. Crawford, Messrs.
Billy Robinson, Billy Martin,
Billy McConnell, Jimmie Ladd,
William Lewis Cummins, James
Edward Lewis, Jacque Wood,
Buddy Mayes and Bennie Mashburn.

of their pets at sea, after experiencing a few attacks, sensed

the approach of aircraft before
the sound of engines reached
human ears.
The dogs, all mongrels, stiffen
and point in the direction from
which the sound is traveling.
After three such instances, the
commander of an armed trawler, relying upon his mascot's instinct, always turned his guns
Monroe county farmers who in the direction indicated by the
bought beef cattle last October dog.
expect to make 30 Percent on
War And Taxes
their investment.
London (143)—Ten and a half
Not everybody in Caldwell million British people are now
county subscribes to The Leader paying income tax, compared
but nearly everybody reads it! with 3,800,000 in 1939.
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in his radio address to the nation, listed these as the
President
MAIN AREAS OF COMBAT LISTED BY PRESIDENT:Roosevelt,
Pacific Ocean area; 3—the Mediterranean and the
2—the
front;
Russian
war:
1—the
global
in
our
combat"
"four main areas of
Middle East area; and 4—the European area, where "the aim is an offensive against Germany." The President said that he
--AP Telemat
listed them "not in the order of importance, for all of them are vital and all of them are inter-related.

as air-plane detectors.
said they had found that most
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Save Garden Seed
For Next Season
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
Recently the suggestion was
made that all Kentuckians save
all their vegetable seed possible
from their gardens.
Using one's own-saved seed
Press Blackburn, Miss Barbara
Sue Wadlington, Mrs. Mattie
Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Graham, Miss Barbara Sue Graham, Mrs. Don B. Boitnott, Donna Marcia, Buddy and John Mike
Boitnott, Miss Betsy Bell, Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Jones, Miss
Eleanor Ann Jones and Bernard
Jones, Jr.

Saving garden seed is not
bears on the Nation's war effort,
as just that amount of seed is difficult, as many Kentuckians
released for shipping to England. know who have been doing it
Vegetables of British gardens re- for years. All that one need
place those the

United

States keep in mind is that "like begets
like", to save from the best
vegetables, best in yield and
best in quality.
Through no fault of their ows,
merchants sometimes may handle
seed of uncertain germina—
old seed. The gardener ....,
saves his own knows his is
fresh. Sometimes, varieties are
confused, or mis-named; a
who has saved his gird.te seed
knows he has the sort that suits
him, no matter what its name.

would be obliged to ship. Shipping is 'much better used in
transporting to our Allies the
sinews of war, and those of our
own armed forces, too.
• Having one's own seed to use
makes a saving of from $6 to $8,
in an average garden. If this
money were spent on commercial
fertilizer many good gardens
would be made better, and many
good gardens could be made of
some that now behave indifferently because of under-feeding.
The indirect result from spending this "saving" in this way is
that labor cost of the vegetables
is reduced This is an item now

On four days, farm women of
Henderson county sold $308
worth of vegetables and othr
home products on a curb market

RONDO

PERCALES

7.

2

Mo-De-Gay Percales

yd.

19c yd.

Hopkinsville Road Homemakers held their annual picnic Friday night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Jones. Pot
luck lunch was served to the
following members and their
guests:
Rev. 0. M. Shultz and Mrs.
Shultz, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky, Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
Paris, Mrs. S. E. Paris, Mrs.

Avenue Prints

Fresh fall prints! Lovely Gay prints with matching
clear collors! 36-in, wide, plain colors! Fall tones.

19c yd.

TWO A.M. AND NOT
A NETZVINE TABLET
IN THE HOUSE

Modelaine Gingham...25c yd.

Sbrority Rayon
Flower-4right rich monotones
in lovely fabric! 39-in. wide.

59c yd.
Wonderspun Rayon — stripes
sport patterns
.59c yd.
Royalspun Plaids.. .. .39c yd.
Colorful Cottons
29c yd.
Wool Fabrics
1 98 yd.
Popular Fall Shades!
RAYON
HOSE
Full-fashioned with reinforced
heels and toes! Dainty picot tops

79c
CYNTHIA
SLIPS
Perfect-fitting four gored slips,
trimly tailored!

1.29
RAYON PANTIES
Easy-to-launder knit rayon that Boys' Corduroy
fits smoothly!

35c

Jimmies

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
Opcn front casual style in smart
colcrs!
Bib front style
with adjustable
misses' BLOUSES of smooth straps. 1 to 8.
rayoji crepe. Sizes 32-40.....69e

2.49

4c

THIS MAN IS ON THE SPOT

Cotton Thread
Pearl Buttons
Snap Fasteners
Darning Cotton

He is ono of many ace AP photographers covering the

8c
world's news where it's hottest. H. represents one end

Novelty Buttons
Rick Rack Braid
Cotton Twill Tape
Lingerie Straps

Do You Lie Awake Nights?
ELLION5 do. The worst of
IV % it is, you never know when
a sleepless night is coming.
Why not be prepared?
DR. MILES

10.90

Efferviiscont Nisrvine Tablsiks

Good - looking
knock - abouts
that have been
specially treated
to make them
water-repellent!
Knockabout
COATS

help to quiet the nerves and
permit refreshing sleep.
Stop in at the drug store today and get a package.
Try Dr. Miles Nervine Tablets for Nervousness, Sleeplessness due to Nervousness,
Nervous Headache, Excitability, Nervous Irritability.
Small Package 3.5*
Large Package 75*
Reel Fun directions
In psekago.

12.75
Men's practical
all-weather specially treated to
make them water-repellent!

•• THE PENNEY WAY IS THE THRIFTY WAY * THE THRIFTY WAY IS

HE AMERICAN WAY •

of

the great AP picture system supplying newsphotos and

For Bad
Weather DurIn The Fall!
Women's
COATS

NERVINE TABLETS
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FOR
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The i'grand old soldier" wiH His health is considered marvel- Youths Join U. S. Navy
Fire Chief Luther Sigler re-ffouthdown
rams,
yearling
ported three fires during August spend his birthday with little ous in view of the fact that four
Walter Samuel Patterson, Elraised by J. M. Dean, Marion.
and handed in a bill for $66.50 departure from the customary and a half years ago he was on bert Sharber, Jewell Fralick
Deanhill Farm, phone 42-J,
for services rendered by fire- routine. Chats with a few old the verge of death from a heart William Lee Boone and Jessie
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Blackburn, Morgan and Mayor the tramp of his boys to the confident that the Yanks will ed France, ere "taps" are
refrigerator, at 427 E. Market.
stirring strains of "Goodbye again . be holding the 'western sounded'for *Track Jack."
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The Local War Price and Rationing Board was advised this
week that old tires and tubes
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CLASSIFIED ADS

John Davis & Son
MARBLE AND GRANITE WORKS
•
Phone 96
Princeton, k
A Home Firm with Home Interests
Having sold out all Stock work and due to
condi
tion of times, also to the fact that our Letterer h,
gone to Michigan to work we will in the future ori4
all our work lettered and finished at the Quarr,..
ready for erection when received.
We have a nice line of Designs to submit t,,
Customers, and guarantee all work to give s,,
ion in every respect.
When in the market for a Monium.to or mark
sce our Designs of'the latest Memoriaj.,
Place your order now to insurediIi 1)efo
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—= PURITY ROLLED OATS Instant

Patronize Your Home Dealer

==- CAKES AND COOKIES

FACTS and TRUTHS
About Pasteurized Milk •
Every family wants its milk to be Pure and sag. No one can tell the Purity of Milk BY
SIGHT or BY TASTE . . . This is why all Health Officials and practically all doctors ad-

Cakes
C

vocate the PASTUERIZATION of Milk now and of course . . .

GOLDEN GUERNSEY MILK
when pasteurized, is the best.

cooked or regular

Cookies
Salad Dressing
pkga
IR Pep
inceton Physic
2
:
Tomato Soup
25 Herring
2 2B(
'
25C
can 10(
3 ,..„.10(
Cleanser

20-oz. pkg.

Kellogg's

ydon To Repr

Campbell's

KING BEE HONEY FLAVORED
TABLE SYRUP
4„ lb. jar. 43C

Peaches
Beets
Lye

PRINCETON is fortunate in

Wajo
Pie

ohle
GoldwDhis

having available the fine
herd of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.

Powdered

Sparks."

River-- something nceaan
Wilson's
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No. 2 1

can I a

Merry War

reg. size cans

VALUE GREEN BEANS
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cut stringless

CHARMIN TOILET TlS LE formerly called White Fur-4 rolls in ctn.
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es• U. S. Navy,
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all

milk from
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BETTER MEAT VALUES

FRESH FRUITS

STEAK
1-Bone

lb.

39(

P-2 FRESH PORK

AND VEGETABLES

YELLOW ONIONS

Grimes Golden
APPLES

BRAINS

31(
osptial
3 .10( otally
19(

10

GUERNSEY pasteurized milk has SEVEN POINTS OF QUALITY:

SUGAR CURED JOWL

1. Deep Creamline; 2. Richness Below Creamline; 3. Appetizing Flavor; 4. Never Mixed
with other milk; 5. More Food Value; 6. Triple Inspected; 7. Value, a cup full of

lb. 121(

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Celery, Head Lettuce and many
at all Red Front Stores. More for your money all the time.

is Health

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTERph :
COone
Main at Cadiz

RED MALAGA GRAPES

other delicious item"

cream in every quart.
When you select your milkman remember the Protection of Pasteurization
Insurance Deluxe!

lb. 18(
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October, Dr. W.
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CABBAGE
nice firm heads

FRESH PORK LIVER

GOLDEN

('tip

sold

by your local creamery.

Hearthstone Farm Guernseys In Model Barn

loving

SWEETHEART SOAP lc DEAL
3 Cakes 21e — 1 Cake le

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES
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